Monthly Activity Report October-2020
EBSB Club DGGEC Surat

This is a little endeavor to
remember our Legends Mahatma
Gandhi, SardarVallabhbhai Patel
and Lalbahadur Shashtri on their
Birth Anniversary… Let us we
together try to make
“The Bharat of their Dreams”.
Prof.K G Bhuva, Club Coordinator

જન્મ જયંતી મહોત્સવ “મહાત્મા અને
મહામાનવ”
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Preamble
Co-curricular activities are those activities which are undertaken along with academic studies. Typically, co-curricular
activities are carried out outside the normal classrooms but they supplement academic curriculum and help in learning
by doing. These activities help students to develop problem-solving, reasoning, critical thinking, creative thinking,
communication, and collaborative abilities.
Co-curricular activities in school/College might be compulsory such as music, art, or drama classes that take place
during the day. Others could be voluntary such as participating in a school sports team, school debating teams, or
student newsletters editorial team. In either case, participation helps students in emotional development, social skill
development, and overall personality development.
This is why the12 essential skills and values that you can develop through co-curricular activities are:
1. Logical and analytical thinking–
analyzing reasons behind events
and situations
2. Critical thinking – examining
concepts, ideas, problems, and
issues
3. Creative thinking – thinking of
newer ways to solve problems;
visualization; thinking of new ideas
4. Problem-solving skills – solving
problems utilizing various concepts,
solutions, etc.
5. Leadership skills – taking initiatives
and responsibilities; influencing

others in working for a good
purpose; setting goals; motivating
others to work towards goals;
taking accountability
6. Social skills – collaboration;
teamwork; building good
relationships with others
7. Emotional skills – understanding
your strengths and weaknesses;
controlling your emotions; empathy
for others
8. Communication skill – the power of
expression; listening to others;
public speaking

9. Technology skills – using various
computer software and apps for
getting things done
10. Social values – respecting
differences among individuals;
respecting others values and
culture
11. Ethical values – maintaining ethics
in public life; good moral values
12. Recreational values –
understanding the importance of
leisure and recreation; participating
in leisure and recreational activities

EBSB club had organised various literary and artistic events under the guidance of Prof. K.G. Bhuva and with the help of Miss
Avi Gandhi as student coordinator and support of all event Coordinators.
https://www.kgbhuva.com/ebsb-club

EBSB – Ek Bharat Shreshth Bharat
About:
Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB)
program aims to enhance
interaction & promote mutual
understanding between people of
different states/UTs through the
concept of state/UT pairing. The
states carry out activities to promote
a sustained and structured cultural
connect in the areas of language
learning, culture, traditions &
music, tourism & cuisine, sports
and sharing of best practices etc
Concept:
The idea of a sustained and
structured cultural connect between
people of different regions was
mooted by Honorable Prime Minister
ShriNarendra Modi during the
Rashtriya Ekta Divas held on 31st
October, 2015, to commemorate the
birth anniversary of Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel. Hon’ble Prime
Minister propounded that cultural
diversity is a joy that ought to be

celebrated through mutual
interaction & reciprocity between
people of different States and UTs
so that a common spirit of
understanding resonates
throughout the country. Every State
and UT in the country would be
paired with another State/UT for a
time period, during which they
would carry out a structured
engagement with one another in the
spheres of language, literature,
cuisine, festivals, cultural events,
tourism etc.
Background and Need
India is a unique nation, whose
fabric has been woven by diverse
linguistic, cultural and religious
threads, held together into a
composite national identity by a rich
history of Cultural Revolution,
coupled with a freedom struggle
that was built around the tenets of
non-violence and justice. The spirit
of mutual understanding amidst a
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shared history has enabled a
special unity in diversity, which
stands out as a tall flame of
nationhood that needs to be
nourished and cherished into the
future.
Time and technology have
narrowed down distances in terms
of connect and communication. In
an era that facilitates mobility and
outreach, it is important to establish
cultural exchanges between people
of different regions, as a means to
further human bonding and a
common approach to nationbuilding. Mutual understanding and
trust are the foundations of India's
strength and all citizens should feel
culturally integrated in all corners of
India. Students from the north-east,
for example, should not feel like
'strangers in a strange land' when
they arrive in Delhi, or a person
from Uttarakhand should not feel
like an outsider in Kerala.

Due to ongoing pandemic situation different events were organised on various online platforms like Google Meet, Google forms
and Microsoft Team.
For more Details Visit: https://ekbharat.gov.in
https://www.kgbhuva.com/ebsb-club
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As the Idea of EBSB Came during
the Rashtriya Ekta Divas held on
31st October, 2015,to
commemorate the birth
anniversary of SardarVallabhbhai
Patel by honorable Prime Minister
, EBSB Club DGGEC Surat
decided to arrange a series of
events during month of October,
2020 in which birth Anniversary of
our Legends Mahatama Gandhi,
Lalbahadur Shastri, Shyamji
Krushna Varma and Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel are observed.
Our patriotism is a link to the past,
so its prime duty to sensitize the
young generation of the rich and
momentous legacy, which needs to
be preserved. Keeping the spirit of
patriotism the Ek Bharat Shrestha
Bharat community of college has
organised a series of literary and
artistic events from 2/10/2020 to
31/10/2020. The events aims at
motivating the young learners to

‘Explore, Learn, Protect, and
Respect’ to bring a sense of mutual
respect for our country.
Total no. of 139 Students have
participated in different events
with great enthusiasm and Total
no. of 13 Coordinators worked
hard for managing different events
during month of October, 2020.
A talk from different personalities,
and students were given on 2nd,
30th and31st October about our
legends and freedom fighters.
Prof. K G Bhuva gave a very
inspirational and motivational
speech on these auspicious
occasions sharing all their
achievement and sacrifices they
have made for our nation. The
efforts of EBSB Club, Event
Coordinators ( As per Schedule event
Table ) and all participant students
were appreciated by Principal
Dr. V D Dhiman for making the series
of events a grand success

For more Details Visit: https://ekbharat.gov.in

At last Prof. K G Bhuva, EBSB Club
Coordinator thanks all jury faculties,
student coordinators and participants
of different events for taking deep
interest and working hard with great
enthusiasm.

Objective to organize various
activities and events on Shri
Sardar Patel, Mahatma Gandhi
and other freedom fighter is to
memorize the importance and
contribution of the Great Indian
legends for our nation.
Outcomes Expected from the
Students, Youth-Future of the
Nation:
1. They inculcate the spirit of
Unity, Integrity, Safety and
Security amongst all citizen of the
Nation to work with teamwork and
harmony.
2. Adhere strongly to their moral
and ethical values for being more
successful in family-, professional-,
and social-relationships.

https://www.kgbhuva.com/ebsb-club

Inauguration Ceremony
Venue: Microsoft Team

Date: 02-10-2020
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Time: 04:30 pm

EBSB Club DGGEC,Surat have organised different events on the occasion of Birth Anniversaries of the
great Indian Legends starting from 2nd October to 31st October 2020 which include Mahatma Gandhi, Lalabahadur
Shastri(2nd October),Shyamji krushna Varma (4th October) ,Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel (31st October).
Inauguration Ceremony started by prayer and end with national anthem. More than 60 students and
faculties participate on this occasion with great enthusiasm. EBSB Club planned activities and events for students in
an appropriate manner ensuring their participation from their homes due to the COVID-19 situation.

Schedule at a glance- 02-10-2020
4:35 pm
4:40 pm
4:45 pm

Prayer વૈષ્ણવ જન તો તેનેકહીએ…….
Welcome Speech by Prof. P J Patel
A YouTube Video જો મને ગાંધી મળે તો…….

4:50 pm
4:55 pm
5:10 pm
5:15 pm
5: 20 pm
5:25 pm
5:30 pm

A YouTube Video સત્યનં મૂલ્ય અને બાપનો બંગલો….
“The Bharat of Their Dreams” by Prof. K G Bhuva.
Announcement of different events to be organize
Motivational Speech by Honorable Principal.
Vote of Thanks by Prof. P V Pithadia
End of function with concluding remarks.
National Anthem.

સમજો સૌના સરદારને સારી રીતે, “મહાત્મા અને મહામાનવ” ગાંધીજી અને સરદારને યાદ કરવાનો આ અમારો અલ્પ પ્રયાસ છે ...
ચાલો આપણે બધા સાથે મળીને તેઓના સ્વપ્નનં ભારત બનાવવા પ્રયત્ન કરીએ …

પ્રા. કે . જી. ભવા….. સંયોજક એક ભારત શ્રેષ્ઠ ભારત કલબ

Events Schedule at a Glance
Faculty Coordinator: Prof. K G Bhuva Student Coordinator: Ms. Avi Gandhi (Civil)
Organized and Managed by Students of EBSB Club DGGEC, Surat
Name and Date of Event
Essay writing- 28-10-2020

Elocution- 17-10-2020

Name of Event Coordinator

Shiv Jariwala
Shivam Thakur
AyushiMangukiya
PoojaJha

Last Date

27-10-2020

16-10-2020

Registration Link

https://forms.gle/Fqt8mkBwMrJCoMBd7
https://forms.gle/a4xHc1YSe6eoSXtU6

SubhashTatamiya
JugalPalita

10-10-2020

Quiz:
First Round-17-10-2020
Second Round-24-10-2020

Riya Verma
VidhiKansara

16-10-2020

https://forms.gle/sbDNJBHdYWP9EugG8

Anecdotes- 24-10-2020

Yash Solanki
Kartik Mistry

23-10-2020

https://forms.gle/EkvRbCv6Yr8EG1x1A

Karan Patel
Tushar Jariwala

27-10-2020

https://forms.gle/eSdTEtQwWbH218XK7

Ms. Avi Gandhi

30-31-10-2020

Contact Prof. K G Bhuva ( 9825633061)

Debate- 10-10-2020

Drawing/Poster Making28-10-2020
Expert Talk 30-10-2020
and 31-10-2020

https://forms.gle/7g9Mgk48quvbjKaF7

Due to ongoing pandemic situation different events were organised on various online platforms like Google Meet, Google forms
and Microsoft Team.
For more Details Visit: https://ekbharat.gov.in
https://www.kgbhuva.com/ebsb-club
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The Voice of Brains
“It is better to debate a question
without settling it than to settle a
question without debating it” ~Joseph Joubert
Debate is one of the interesting
activities which engages students to
initiate discussions on various topics
and debate on the same. It makes a
creative room where students can
express their viewpoints and
perspective openly. We rendered an
avenue for self-expression and
independent thinking and thereby
helping the students to imbibe selfconfidence. It helped to enhance the

The topics of debate were:
1. આજ ના યવાનોને કયા વવચારો ઉપર ચાલવાની
જરૂરછે ……...ક્ાંવત કે પછી શાંવત ?
ભગતવસંહ(ક્ાંવત) કે ગાંધીજી (શાંવત)
2.આજે ખર ેખર વશક્ષણ કે વં હોવજ
ં ોઈએ માવહતી આપતં કે
આવડત આપતં…?
માવહતીઆપતઆ
ં ધવનકવશક્ષણ OR
આવડતઆપતગ
ં રુકળપરં પરાનંવશક્ષણ

speaking skills of the students and to
encourage them to become orators. It
helped in nurturing rational thinking,
manners, organization of thoughts,
persuasion and public speaking skills.
It inspired the students to be deep
thinkers. More than just arguing, the
structure and rules of the debate were
designed to keep both sides calm.
The event was organised on online
video conferencing platform
Google Meet on 10/10/2020.

All the participants were well prepared and
undoubtedly convinced the audience of
their beliefs and views. The participants,
armed with statistics and data made their
arguments more emphatic with their
righteous expressions and voice
modulation. They exhibited great oratory
skill. The competition was an enthralling
experience for the speakers as well as the
audience.

जब जनता एक हो जाती है तब उसके सामने क्रूर से क्रूर शासन भी नही ीं टिक पाता। अतः जात
पात ऊींच-नीच का भे द भू ल कर सब एक हो जाइए। ……….. सरदार वल्लभभाई पिे ल…………

The event was graced by the presence
of Dr. Hitesh Makhecha(Happiness
Hub Surat) who also explained the
role of youth in developing the nation
and respected principal sir
Dr. V.D.Dhiman who showed
immense support by his motivational
words. Prof. V.G Yadav (CED,
DGGEC - Surat) and
Prof. K. D Panchal( MED, DGGECSurat) were invited as jury members
to evaluate the participants. The
entire event was coordinated by
Mr. Subhash Tatamiya and
Mr. JugalPalita.
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Speak to lead
“Public speaking is the art of giving
power to words, to influence,
inspire and transform lives.”
The dictionary defines elocution as
the skill of expressive speech, with
distinct pronunciation and
articulation. Some people have a
natural tendency to pronounce and
clearly distinguish their words, but
others need to practice it over and
over again, in different simulations,

The topics for elocution
1.

સરદાર મારી નજર ે

2.

ગાંધીજી મારી નજર ે

3.

ભારતની આઝાદીના લડવૈયા

4.

મારા સ્વપ્નન ભારત

5.

જો મને સરદાર મળે તો

in order to master it.It plays a vital
role in personality development in
kids, along with effective
communication skills, as it enables
them to clearly voice themselves
with good sentence structure, a
defined thought process, and
enunciation.
The event was organized on online
video conferencing platform
Google Meet on 17/10/2020.

The participants won the hearts of the judges
and the audiences with their confidence,
expression, and talent and made the event
really memorable. All the participants were
judged on the basis of 6 key elements of
elocution: articulation, inflections, accent,
emphasis, voice, conduct and reading verse.
Everyone spoke extremely well with clarity
which hinted at their being well trained in
public speaking. The audience listened with
rapt attention to everyone. The best and the
outstanding feature were the competitors by
their excellent presentation of the speech. The
competition was an enthralling experience for
the speakers as well as the audience.

Prof. Prashant Chauhan (GD,
DGGEC - Surat) and
Prof. Darshan Mehta (CED,
DGGEC- Surat) were invited as
jury members to evaluate the
participants. The entire event was
coordinated by Ms.Pooja Jha and
Ms. Aayushi Mangukiya.
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Quiz-o-Grand
“Isn’t life a collection of weird quizzes with no answers
to half the questions?”
― Pawan Mishra
A Quiz is a test of knowledge, especially as a
competition between individuals or teams as a form of
entertainment. Quiz are generally taken on a specific
topic or subject and there can be one or more winners
based on the results of their answers.

The quiz competition was organized in two rounds. The
first round was organized on 17/10/2020 which was
organized via online platform Forms. The second round
was organized on 24/10/2020 which was a verbal
session for the participants qualifying first round. The
event was coordinated by Miss Riya Verma and
Miss Vidhi Kansara.

Topic of Quiz competition:
Know your Freedom fighters

The participants enjoyed the session and actively participated in
the event as they were well prepared for the quiz competition. Also
they shared their knowledge regarding the topic.

સાદગીની બાબતે સરદાર અને નેહરુની સરખામણી હોઈ શકે ? નેહરુ
ચાંદીના ચમચા સાથે જન્મેલા રૂપાળા રાજકમાર હતા. સરદાર
ગામડાના વકસાનને ત્યાં જન્મેલા ભૂવમપત્ર હતા. ગાંધીજીએ ભૂવમપત્રને
બદલે રાજકં વર પ્રત્યે પોતાની પસંદગી ઢોળી તેનં રહસ્ય શં?
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Attention Creative Crew!
“I don’t say anything but, I paint
everything”
Drawing and coloring are visual
arts and these competitions allow
students to uncover their natural
talents in sketching and
illustrations. Drawing is also all
about visual storytelling and art
competitions can prove to be a
valuable learning ground for
potential writers. Competitions like
these give a chance to budding
artists of all hues to showcase their
skills and experience a diverse

Topics for drawing painting
and poster competition.
1. સ્વચ્છ ભારત અવભયાન
2. અખંડ ભારત
3. વ્યસન મક્ત ભારત

form of learning which they might
not otherwise have access to.
Competitions allow the students to
test out their creative ideas in a
risk-free manner. This allows for
learning and growing as artists and
this period can also be seen as an
investment in future success.
Keeping this in perspective in
mind, EBSB club organized a
poster making competition.
The event was organized via
Google Forms between
10/10/2020 to 24/10/2020.
It helped to develop motor skills,
in visual analysis, hand eye
coordination, individual
confidence and teaches creative
problem solving. The competition
was a grand success. It helped
the students to enhance their
creativity, patience, observe, to
portray their thoughts, etc. It
helped the students to celebrate
and express their ideas through
various tools.

All the artworks were assessed by
Prof. Mayuri J. Patel based on
uniqueness/originality,
professional quality (neatness and
craft), aesthetic quality (design,
composition, color/tones), concept,
selection and application of
materials, and complexity/level of
work. The event was coordinated
by Mr. Tushar Jariwala
and Mr. Karan Patel.
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Attention Writers!
“The pen is mightier than Sword”
Essay writing is a very sensitive
form of self-expression. It is a
harmonious blending of ‘thought’
and ‘expression’. Essay writing has
assumed great importance in our
competitive examinations. It is
considered to be the most effective
test of the ability of a candidate to

Topics for the essay writing
1.મારા સ્વપ્નનં ભારત
2.ગાંધીજી: દે શભવક્તઅને રાષ્ટ્રીય એકતાની પ્રેરણા
3.સરદારના સ્વપ્નનં ભારત
4.ચાલો આઝાદી જાળવીએ

express his thoughts on a topic of
general interest in general,
unambiguous and impressive
English. Keeping this perspective
in mind, EBSB club organised an
essay writing competition.
The event was organized via Google
Forms between 10/10/2020 to
24/10/2020.
It was a piece of reflection Literary, critique, political
manifestos, learned
arguments, Observations of
daily life, personal
recollections, etc.
It helped to harness the energy
and creativity of the young. It
successfully achieved its
objective of engaging students
to stretch themselves
intellectually with research,
assimilation and impressive
expression. A wave of
enthusiasm spread amongst
the young participants.

All the essays were assessed by
Prof. Urvesh N Barot and
Prof. Darshan J Mehta based on
creativity, structure, adherence to
topics, grammar, length and
uniqueness of content. The event
was coordinated by Mr.Shiv
Jariwala and Mr. Shivam Thakur.
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"STORYBEATZ"
“Those who tell the stories rule the
world”
An anecdote is a short story about
a real person or event, usually
serving to make the listeners laugh
or ponder over a topic. Generally,
the anecdote will relate to the
subject matter that the group of
people is discussing. It helped in
nurturing rational thinking,
manners, organization of thoughts,
persuasion and public speaking

The topic of Anecdotes:
Any short story or poem
based on patriotic theme
delivering moral.

skills. It inspired the students to
be deep thinkers. It inspires the
students by knowing the
inspirational stories of great people
deeds.
The event was organized on online
video conferencing platform
Google Meet on 24/10/2020
The entire event was coordinated
by
Mr. Kartik Mistry
and Mr. Yash Solanki

All the participants were well
prepared and undoubtedly
convinced the audience of
their beliefs and views. They
exhibited great oratory skill.
The event was thoroughly
enjoyed by the audience.

સરદાર પોતાની વનંદાની પરવા કર ે એવા નબળા મનના ન હતા. તેઓ
રાષ્ટ્રધમમની જાળવણી માટે વનંદાનં ઝે ર ગટગટાવી જવા માટે તૈયાર હતા.
સરદારનં આ નીલકં ઠ સંલક્ષણ સદાય ધ્યાનમાં રાખવં રહ્ં. શાસકનો પ્રભાવ
સમસ્યા પર આવવો જોઈએ, સમસ્યાનો પ્રભાવ શાસક પર પડે તે ન ચાલે.

The event was graced by the
presence of Dr..Sanjay
Sampat(Principal GGP,Surat)
and Prof. Shobhana
Malaviya,GGP Surat who also
explained the role of youth in
developing the nation. Prof. Ami
Mankad (SSEC Bhavanagar)
and Prof. Shailendrasinh Parmar
(GEC- Rajkot) were invited as jury
member to evaluate participants.

For more Details Visit: https://ekbharat.gov.in

https://www.kgbhuva.com/ebsb-club
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Glimpse of All online Events

માવસક અહે વાલ ઓક્ટોબર ૨૦૨૦
એક ભારત શ્રેષ્ઠ ભારત કલબ, ડો. ગાંધી સરકારી ઇજનેરી કોલેજ સરત

સમજો સૌના સરદારને સારી રીતે,
“મહાત્મા અને મહામાનવ” ગાંધીજી અને
સરદારને યાદ કરવાનો આ અમારો અલ્પ
પ્રયાસ છે ... ચાલો આપણે બધા સાથે મળીને
તેઓના સ્વપ્નનં ભારત બનાવવા પ્રયત્ન કરીએ
પ્રા. કે . જી. ભવા
સંયોજક, એક ભારત શ્રેષ્ઠ ભારત કલબ

